Abstract-For statement of particle's energy detected in particle detectors an approximation method is developed. The method is based on linear regression of variables which are, in fact, quadrats of geometric variables as radius or center distance from the origin.
+ e − produces electrons, which can be identified using transition radiation tracker (TRT) [1] . There are several other b-physics events are identified through identification of special electrons in TRT.
Standard algorithms as X K A L M A N [2] or the one used in D E L P H I detector, as well as in Z E U S (D E S Y) and A L I C E detector, use a transform of circular TRT to polar coordinates. It changes the circular tracks going through the origin to straight lines. The algorithm searches these straight lines systematically in all possible directions and places or build the track starting from the initial hit search for next hit which can be a candidate and at the same time with filtering procedure the outliers are rejected.
In this report a new algorithm is proposed. After a set of hits which may, but need not form a track, is found (so we get the track set), the track approximation is computed and outlier hits are deleted from the set to get track candidate. These track candidates are again tested with respect to other criteria and so we get tracks accepted. The best fit for part of track with hits in TRT as well as in silicon, is the weighted fit with weights inversely proportional to the pitch size of the corresponding layer and we use "circular" linear regression technique.
II. THE METHOD
When the track candidate (the set of hits possibly forming a track) is found, it is tested by new approach which is based on circular regression.
A. Circular regression
Let n points be given in a plane in polar coordinates
. These points we wish to approximate by a circle so that the error measured as suitable measure of distance of points from the approximating circle was minimal. The circle k looked for is given by its radius R and centre S = (ρ, φ), then k = (R, ρ, φ).
Let α = φ i − φ and according to the cosinus theorem in triangle (origin -centre of circle -hit) there is
We define an error by formula
After some algebra for each hit it holds
Such equations one can write n and it is possible to write them in standard form of system of linear regression equations with respect to vector β = (A, B, C) t , X · β = y, and from it
III. RESULTS

A. 1/pTrec / 1/pTtrue
This is computed for tracks having at least one hit in silicon tracker. Diferences of 1/pT reconstructed and true are shown in Fig. 1 . It can be found that for all tracks without outliers there is shift of histogram peek to the right, i.e. systematic error of pT is 0.00410 GeV (not 1/pT). Mean squared error 0.627 GeV −1 for hadrons and 1.347 GeV −1 for electrons can be reduced by using more strict condition on minimal number of hits in silicon detector. At the same time, tail will be reduced.
B. Impact Parameter
In this case the true impact parameter is computed the same way in which it can be established for reconstructed tracks, i.e. as the negative difference between the radius of the track and the distance of the circle center from the origin. It is seen that there is a systematic error 0.001 cm. This is best visible in Figs. 2 and 3 . The impact parameter reconstructed is 10 μm larger than true one. On the other hand, with this systematic error the error distribution without tails is very close to the normal distribution N(0.001 cm, 0.0297 cm) with shift 30 times smaller than dispersion σ = MSE = 0.0297 cm. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The algorithm developed is based on idea to use instead of distances their squares. Thus most of dependencies related to circular track in elementary particle detectors changes to linear. It was shown that especially linear regression of squared variables is applicable in this case.
Using this algorithm we found that it is able to reconstruct all "standard" reconstruction parameters as pT and impact factor. It is also able to find that track is "broken" due to energy loss, in the case of electrons due to Bremsstrahlung effect. This case was not discussed here but we have also found that approximation error (not error reconstructed -true) when using set of hits finally selected (also in silicon detector) when supposing a "broken" track can be smaller than approximation error when the same set of hits in silicon detector and in TRT is forced to approximate a single circular track without any break.
